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Mark Webber feels Sebastian Vettel could not have
received a fair hearing in Germany last weekend

after the FIA's'repeated' use of new performance-
related fuel limits. Speaking to Autosport.com, the
German added that Vettel's win in the German GP

was the first genuine result of his championship fight
and had been built up into a three-week drama.

When Vettel complained about a car issue following
his early exit in the race, the stewards and team could

not understand why he was running so low on fuel.
This was in fact the effect of a new limit being
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introduced in the car he was using. Teams will be
able to run 100kg of fuel in their cars in 2013, up
from 96kg, which will be issued by the FIA in a
check of all cars on race start. This will allow a

smooth, logical use of fuel for each driver without
requiring a team to think ahead about how much fuel
to run at any given race. The limit will be enforced -
and thus teams will be encouraged to comply - in the
race itself, which will take place after the qualifying
session. However, in the pre-qualifying session there

will be a 10kg buffer above the 100kg maximum,
which will be issued in later stages of the session.
"We know we are going to race with 100kg," said

Webber. "So I'm going to say 100kg. "But you never
know, in the race we can do different things. "If

Sebastian has a run where he wants to spend more,
he's going to have to get some more fuel to help him
out. "What they did before is taken away, so I don't

see how it was a fair decision." Teams will be
allowed to ask for clarification if they think the

100kg limit is being introduced for any reason other
than performance, such as a glitch that has prevented
fuel sensors from working. AUTOSPORT SAYS: Is
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it fair that Vettel was given new fuel limits that cost
him a victory? The FIA should not have been too

hasty in enforcing new fuel limits in Maranello. Seb
seemed to be one of the biggest
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